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ABSTRACT
The operating efficiency of an Electro-discharge (ED) machine is strongly influenced by the
gap-width controller. For the multiple cases in which ED-machining is used in practice the gap
width controller has to provide a stable and efficient removal process. Most of modern ED-machines make use of the ignition delay time (td) as input value for the gap width controller. A disadvantage of td for control operations is it’s considerable variance. As consequence of this fact
a flutter movement of the electrode often may be observed. In case of finishing even micromotions influences the removal rates because of the very small geometrical gap width. Therefore a
gap-width controller was developed which uses the relative frequency of short circuits and open
circuits during an inspected period as input values. In finishing and micro erosion operations
much higher removal rates and reduced electrode wear was observed. A further improvement
was achieved by implementing the controller algorithm using fuzzy computation technology.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The gap width controller is a significant part of the process control system in electro-discharge
(ED) machines. The strategy of the controller should fit to the employed generator technology
and the machine should include a facility to detect „arcs“ [1], in order to realize and react early
to tendencies of process corruption. An optimal electrical gap-width must be realized by the gapwidth controller to achieve a stable and highly efficient erosion process for the multiplicity of
EDM applications [2]. The electrical efficient gap width can not be measured directly during
ED-processing [3] yet, because of the surface roughness of the electrodes and the local different
distribution of the dielectric properties in the gap zone. So in industrial use of EDM other controller input parameters must be applied.
Most of modern ED-machines make use of the ignition delay time (td) as input value for the gap
width controller [4], [5], [6]. Especially if using a microcomputer based control system, td as
controller input has many advantages. It is easy to measure, the comparison to a td-target value
can easy be realized and td can characterize the most important kinds of ignitions [7]. Another
disadvantage of td for control operations is it’s considerable variance. Especially if the EDMprocess is carried out without external flushing this variance is very high.The reason for this is
the permanent growth of gap pollution during the ongoing process. This pollution influences the
electric field strength and promotes conditions precedent to an ignition [8]. Figure 1 shows the
big variance of td-values recorded at a constant geometrical gap-width.
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after 30 µs are classified as open-circuits and switched off. As a consequence
open-circuits can be found in the histogram by an ignition delay time of 30 µs.
Figure 1:

Variance of ignition-delay time in the case of constant geometrical gap-width

The histogram in figure 1 shows that even when geometrical gap-width is constant pulse characteristics can vary from short-circuit (td = 0 µs) to open-circuit (td = 30 µs) and ignition-delay
time is varying in a wide range. To smooth this variance td-values are filtered before using them
as controller input. This filtering once can simply be done by calculating the average value of
several ignitions but also more complex methods of filtering are applied. Much research work
has been spent to design optimal filter algorithms for the td-values in sequence in order to obtain
smooth td-parameters for the gap width controller [9], [10]. Nevertheless the fluctuating controller input td leads to a flutter movement of the electrode. For roughing erosion those flutter movements are unproblematical, because in these cases the stability of the erosion process does not
depend much on the actual gap width.

In case of finishing or micro erosion a stable process can be maintained only in a very small geometrical gap distance. Even micromotions can lead to process corruption.
The modern generator used in our experimental erosion machine works as a controlled current
source [11]. The hard rise of the gap voltage produced by this kind of generator at pulse beginning creates ignitions with very small td-values (figure 2). This reduces the significance of tdvalues as controller input even more.The disadvantages initiate the search of alternative controller inputs which are more suitable to the employed generator technology and provide a stable
erosion process even at finishing conditions.
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Figure 2:

Hard rise of gap-voltage at pulse beginning

The solution are input parameters derived from the relative frequency of short-circuits and opencircuits during an inspected period. A highly efficient removal process shows a very low number
of these pulses. As demonstrated in figure 3 the mentioned two parameters mark two undesirable
process conditions, namely the dominance of open-circuit and short-circuit pulses.
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Figure 3:

Different process conditions characterized by the relative frequency of short-circuit
and open-circuits

2.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR GAP-WIDTH CONTROLLING

The used ED-machine configuration allows the implementation and comparison of different
gap-width controllers and optimization strategies by programming their algorithms into a VMEbus-based computer system [12]. Moreover the ED-control system can measure and record various process parameters for further statistical analysis. These are conditions for extensive testing
of different control strategies under the same conditions. In the following a td-based gap width
controller is compared to a controller that uses only the relative frequency of short-circuits and
open-circuits as input parameters (SC/OC-based). Both controllers were inspected at roughing
as well as at finishing operations. The efficiency of the controller strategy was proved by the
resulting electrode wear and the removal rate.
The characteristic function of the td-based gap-width controller has a split devolution (figure 4).
Both forward and backward amplification can be changed separate from each other. As an input
parameter the average value of td is used.
electrode movement [µm]

error

Figure 4:

Characteristic function of the td-based controller

The SC/OC-based controller achieves a process with a small amount of short-circuits and open
circuits. For that threshold values for short-circuits and open-circuits can be preselected as controller parameters. If the measured relative frequency of open-circuits and short-circuits is below
the defined thresholds the electrode position will not be changed. If one of the relative frequencies is above its threshold, the electrode position is changed proportional to the absolute amount
of its exceed. The parameters of this controller are:
•
•
•
•

OC-threshold: Threshold for relative frequency of open-circuits
SC-threshold: Threshold for relative frequency of short-circuits
P-OC:
Proportional factor used, if the rel. frequency of open-circuits is above its
threshold to release a gap reduction
P-SC:
Proportional factor used, if the rel. frequency of short-circuits is above its
threshold to release a gap enlargement.

Figure 5 shows the machine parameters and the electrode geometry that were used to carry out
the comparison of the gap-width controllers. The controller parameters were varied systematically in each test.
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Figure 5:

Machining parameters and electrode geometry used for comparison of the different
gap-width controllers.

All tests were carried out without external flushing. The normal cleaning of the gap is performed
only by the electrode lift-off movement triggered by a separate arc detection module. Arcs were
treated separately first by switching off the current and, in case they don’t disappear when restarting, a gap flushing is released by a combination of an oscillating and retrieval movement of
the electrode in order to clean the gap [4]. The arc detection and flushing mechanism is independent from the gap-width control.
Figure 6 and figure 7 display the results for the roughing application:.
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From the experimental results for roughing (figure 6 and figure 7) it can be seen that the SC/OCbased controller can only slightly improve the removal rate in comparison to the td-based controller. Because of the higher gap-width in a roughing EDM-process a fluttering electrode movement can be tolerated. For this reason no great improvement can be achieved by SC/OC-based
control strategy.
Figure 8 and figure 9 display the results for the finishing application:
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Comparing the removal rates from both controllers in a finishing application (figure 8), it can
be recognized that an improvement of about 40% is achievable using the SC/OC-based controller. An additional improvement of the SC/OC-based controller is the reduction of electrode
wear in both finishing and roughing (figure 7 and figure 9).
By systematic variation of the SC/OC-controller parameters it turned out, that better removal
rates can be achieved, if the OC-threshold parameter is kept high (50%). From this it follows
that a relatively high rate of open-circuits can be tolerated before moving the electrode towards
the workpiece. Figure 10 shows the distribution of td-values during ED-processing using the
SC/OC-controller with an OC-threshold of 50%. This random sample shows an increasing
number of open-circuits (td = 30µs).

number of ignitions
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ignition delay time(td) [µs]
Figure 10: Histogram of ignitions recorded during the ED-process using the SC/OC-controller
This increased portion of open-circuits is responsible for the ascertained reduced tendency toward arcing that can be observed during processing when looking at the number of flushing
movements. The reason for tendencies towards process corruption is the increasing contamination of the gap by removed particles. By running the ED-process with a constant geometrical
gap-width and without the cleaning influence of flushing there will be a strong tendency towards
short-circuit and therefore a high danger of arcing, because of the growing number of removed
particles and the resulting reduction of the dielectric-isolation. A better process behaviour can
be achieved by running the ED-process with a geometrical gap-width that causes an increased
portion of open-circuits. If gap-width is kept constant in this case material will be removed until
no further breakdown can happen. The gap-width is continuously increased by each ignition until it is too large (the process will end himself).
With a geometrical gap-width that let the process turn into open-circuits the risk of arcing is definitely reduced. The higher removal rate in spite of the high portion of open-circuits, that might
be seen as ineffective time, can be lead back to the reduced tendency toward arcing.

Ignitions classified as „arcs“ are switched off by the separate arc detection module. So they don’t
contribute to material removal. Arcs lead to a flushing movement, if they appear in fast succession. Therefore the process is interrupted for seconds during the execution of the flushing electrode movement. This negative influence can be prevented if the gap-width controller avoids
tendencies towards arcing by increasing the gap width in spite of augmenting a higher amount
of open-circuits.
The loss of time during an open circuit is limited by the improved generator technology with its
steep voltage rise at pulse beginning. Breakdown happens at about 90% of the normal ignitions
after delay time of 30µs. If the breakdown is not detected after 30µs the impulse is classified as
an open circuit. The dielectric isolation will not be influenced very much by an open circuit,
therefore pause time (t0) is automatically limited to the time, that is needed to refill the energy
sources inside of the generator (5µs), after such an open circuit. Due to both time limitations the
lost time during one open circuit is not more than 35µs.
For the described gap-width controller comparison the implementation was carried out using traditional control-engineering techniques. Fuzzy Logic has obtained much popularity in control
applications [13]. Therefore in the following section Fuzzy Logic is included in this comparison.
3.

USING FUZZY-LOGIC FOR GAP-WIDTH CONTROL

Fuzzy-technologies has been applied with big success for the control of processes whose transfer functions are unknown or hard to describe [14]. Also in the field of EDM an increasing
number of fuzzy process-control systems can be observed [6], [15], [16]. This is supported by
the following features of fuzzy logic:
•
•
•

Fuzzy-Controllers are comprehensible, because their concept is close to human thinking.
User knowledge can be integrated in the control system
For controller design it is sufficient to formulate the coherences of the problem domain
which even can have contradictory influences.

The gap-width controller based on the rel. frequency of short-circuits and open circuits can be
implemented using fuzzy technologies. The strategy of this controller can be characterized as
follows:
1.
2.
3.

If little short circuits and open-circuits don’t move electrode
If more short circuits move electrode backward
If much open-circuits move electrode forward

So far the fuzzy terms „little“, „more“ and „much“ were implemented using thresholds for tolerated open-circuits and short-circuits. With the possibilities of fuzzy-logic the control behavior
can much finer be graded. Figure 11 shows the principle design of a fuzzy-controller. The measured input data must be „fuzzyfied“ before further processing. This is done inside the fuzzyfication component using membership functions. In the next step statement about the output are
made inside the inference module using if..then clauses. At the end the ouput is converted into a
format that can be sent to an actuator.

Inference

Fuzzyfication

Defuzzyfication

Input-Data

Output-Data

Figure 11: Principle design of a fuzzy control system [17]
The architecture of the gap-width controller is shown in figure 12. The membership functions
used for fuzzyfication of the inputs are shown in figure 13 and figure 14. The membership functions of the output can be found in figure 15.
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Figure 12: Fuzzy-architecture of the SC/OC-based gap-width controller
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Figure 13: Membership-functions of the input „relative frequency of open-circuits“
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Figure 14: Membership-functions of the input „relative frequency of short-circuits“
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Figure 15: Membership-functions of the output „electrode movement“
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Using „If-then“ clauses the controller output (electrode movement) is computed inside of the
fuzzy rule-base. All these „If-then“ rules combine two linguistic values of the input variables by
an AND operation. The Fuzzy-AND conjunction is implemented by the MIN1 operation. The
complete rule-set of the gap-width controller can be written as a table (Table 1).
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Table 1: Gap-Rulebase

Area III

Area II
The strategy of not moving the electrode in the situation of a high efficient process, if only a
small number of open-circuits and short-circuits will be observed, is implemented in area I of
the rule base (Table 1). Area II leads to an electrode backward movement because more shortcircuits are detected. The forward movement of the electrode in case of a raising portion of opencircuits is implemented in area III.
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Figure 16: Illustration of gap-width controller function in 3-D

1. The operation MIN(a,b) return the smallest value of the two arguments a,b

Output of the fuzzy gap-width controller is the electrode movement ranging from -100 to 100.
To compute a new target value for the spindle drive, a multiplication with a scaling factor is necessary. It is possible to use different scaling factors for forward (SV) and backward (SR) movement. Both scaling factors can be adapted by an optimization system.
The described fuzzy gap-width controller was tested using the EDM-application described in
figure 5 for roughing as well as finishing. The resulting removal rates and electrode wear in comparison to former tested gap-width controllers can be seen in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Experimental results using the SC/OC-based Fuzzy-controller
4.

RELATION TOWARDS THE EVOLUTION OF GAP-WIDTH CONTROLLERS

Since now many research work has been spent to develop adaptive control strategies for EDM
[4], [5], [7], [10], [15], [19], [21], [22], [23]. In the beginning of ED-technology gap-width controllers were based on the classification of pulses into open-circuits, short-circuits and normal
ignitions [18] similar to the controller introduced in this work. These early gap-width-controllers
were implemented using simple logic- and counter-circuits due to a lack of powerful computer
systems. Because of a more precise process estimation analog controllers based on the mean gap
voltage u displaced these kind of controllers in industrial application. Nowadays most modern
ED-machines use controllers based on the ignition delay time td with the disadvantages already
pointed out.

On the level of control-optimization there are many methods adapting the target value of the
gap-width controller (e.g td-target) on the basis of an impulse classification as it is used in this
work. As an example the work of Dauw [20] can be mentioned. Here the ED-process is evaluated by classifying each pulse into one of 15 classes. This classification is used to adapt the target-value of a td-based gap-width controller. In contrast to this procedure the work presented
here is not an adaption. It is a pure gap-width controller based on the former method of controlling the gap-width by classifying pulses into open-circuits, short-circuits and normal ignitions.
The concept of this work is a renaissance of the early gap-width controlling techniques but in
combination with an effective arc detection and prevention strategy together with fuzzy computation and improved generator control.
5.

SUMMARY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The considerable variance of td-values leads to a flutter movement of the electrode during EDprocessing when using td as an input for gap-width-control. This movement can cause short-circuits and arcing especially when running a finishing application. With modern generator technology, working as a current source, predominantly small td-values can be observed, because
the hard rise of gap voltage at pulse beginning. By limiting the range of td-values to a small region, the random variation of td has more negative effect. To avoid this effect the relative frequency of open circuits and short circuits has been used as controller input values. The
developed fuzzy gap-width controller achieves better results than a td-based controller. By using
the relative open-circuits and short-circuit frequency the process runs in a condition with increased open-circuits and only a very few short-circuits or arcs. The electrode movement can be
characterized as a slow forward movement. Fast electrode motions are only necessary for flushing. The improvement of this kind of controller can be seen more clearly by looking at the application shown in figure 18
.

Machining parameters:
Ie: 27A
U0: 180V
te: 250 µs
t0: 20 µs
Number of Arcs
for flushing: 200
Electrode: E-Cu (+)
Workpiece: 56NiCrMoV7
Deepness: 30 mm

Results using td-based controller:
Duration: 106,5 min
Vw: 78,9695 mm3/ min
VE: 1,10405 mm3/ min
ϑ: 1,398%
Results using SC/OC-based
Fuzzy-controller:
Duration: 116 min
Vw: 72,9443 mm3/ min
VE: 0,58887 mm3/ min
ϑ: 0,807%

Figure 18: EDM-sinking of a wedge shaped electrode
By looking at results shown in figure 18 one can see the big difference in electrode wear (VE).
The td-based controller has an electrode wear that is 50% bigger compared to the SC/OC-based
controller. This higher wear is visible on the final shape of the electrode and the workpiece. The
increased electrode wear can be explained by the frequent pulse switch-off due to arcing.

These arcs were caused by the flutter electrode movement. The SC/OC-based controller was not
so often in the danger of arcing because of an increased number of open-circuits during processing. On the other hand this increased number of open circuits is responsible for the slightly reduced removal rate (VW).
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